OpsInsight™ Electronic Flight Folder (EFF)

OpsInsight is the first app designed around a day in the life of a commercial pilot, and included direct user input from whiteboard concept through the agile development process to production release. OpsInsight Electronic Flight Folder (EFF) connects the user to the aircraft via the Tablet Interface Module (TIM®) and Aircraft Interface Device (AID) architecture, and enables improvements in operational efficiency by integrating flight planning, avionics data, flight performance tracking and weather data with real-time updates and notifications. UTC Aerospace Systems leverages expertise in both hardware and software to offer a suite of applications for airline operators.

**Features**
- User-centric design with modern user interface (UI)
- Intended to streamline a ‘day in the life’ of a commercial pilot
- System architecture facilitates light or full integration with airline IT systems
- Functionality will increase over time with regular updates driven by user feedback
- Operational flight plan uploaded to server and delivered electronically in application with update/edit/e-sign functionality
- Fuel and time planned versus actuals tracking for real-time navigation optimization
- Automated in-flight navigation logging with integrated note capability at each waypoint for data enhancement
- iOS® and Windows® compatible

**Benefits**
- Provides real-time aircraft performance data to flight crews
- Provides daily itinerary and flight plans for flight crews, including notifications of flight plan updates
- Integration and split-screen capability with third party navigation charts
- Post-flight performance summary with optional user input to enrich flight reports
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Windows platform

**Pre-flight**

Flight plan review, updates and electronic approval

**In-flight**

Intuitive waypoint card view with real-time performance data

**Post-flight**

Post-flight report with electronic approval

iOS platform

Ability to view NOTAMS

Supports split screen

Historical performance comparison and optional user input for flight report notes
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